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II.. 1. SPIN EVOLUTION OF MAGNETIZED NEUTRON STARS IN LOW-MASS CLOSE
BINARIES. .
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Spinn evolution of neutron stars in low-mass close binaries.

E.H.P.. Pylyser

Summary: :
Wee present the results of calculations simulating the evolution of
thee spin period of neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binaries. This
evolutionn depends on the time histories of the magnetic field of the
neutronn star, and of the mass transfer rate in the binary. We assumed
thatt the magnetic field of the neutron star decays on a timescale of
7 7
aboutt 10 yrs until a transition- (or 'bottom1-) field is reached.
Subsequently,, the magnetic field is assumed to decay on a much longer
timescale.. The evolution of the mass transfer rates in low-mass
interactingg close binaries was obtained from numerical calculations.
Basedd on the observed characteristics of some galactic low-mass
binaryy radio pulsars and low-mass X-ray binary systems, we discuss the
rotationall status of the neutron stars in both types of systems and we
makee an attempt to reconstruct their rotational histories. Model
calculationss indicate that the neutron star in PSR 1855+09 has accreted
att least 0.04 Mg, and that the initial mass of the white dwarf
progenitorr in this system was about 1.0 to 1.4 M 0 . We suggest that the
neutronn star in PSR 1831-00 has not been accreting mass since its
formation,, and present an alternative formation-scenario for this
system,, involving an "evaporationM-process for the low-mass companion.
Finally,, we briefly discuss the present rotational state of the neutron
starr in some low-mass X-ray binaries.
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1•• Introduction
Accordingg to their observed characteristics, galactic X-ray sources
cann be divided into several subgroups, one of which is that of the lowmasss X-ray binaries (LMXBs). These systems consist of a low-mass star,
whichh fills its Roche-lobe, accompanied by a magnetized neutron star
(NS).. The mass lost by the low-mass component is (partly) accreted by
thee neutron star.
Onee aspect of accretion of mass onto a NS is the production of
energeticc X-radiation. The X-ray characteristics observed in this type
off systems depend on the magnetic field of the neutron star. If X-ray
pulsationss are observed (the system is then a binary X-ray pulsar), the
12 2
magneticc field of the NS is believed to be strong (i.e. > 10
Gauss)
whereas,, when X-ray bursts are observed (the system is then an X-ray
11 1
burster),, the field is believed to be much weaker (i.e. < 10

Gauss).

X-rayy pulsations and X-ray bursts are mutually exclusive phenomena (for
aa review, see Joss and Rappaport, 1984). In many of these X-ray sources,
quasi-periodicc oscillations have been observed, which in most of the
theoreticall models (see Lewin, 1986; Lewin et al., 1988) invoke neutron
99
10
starss with magnetic field strengths of 10 to 10
Gauss.
Furthermore,, in all these systems, with the accretion of matter,
alsoo angular momentum is accreted; depending on the strength of the
magneticc field of the NS and on the mass-accretion rate, this can result
inn a significant variation of the spin period of the NS. Depending on
bothh the magnetic field strength of the neutron star and the massaccretionn rate, spin-up or spin-down may occur during an accretion
phase.. Spin periods of the order of milliseconds can thereby be
attained.. During non-accreting phases, the NS always spins down due to
magneticc dipole radiation (Pacini, 1967).
Evolutionaryy scenarios leading to the formation of LMXBs and
describingg their observational properties have received a lot of
attentionn in the past decade. Pylyser and Savonije (1988a,b; see also
referencess therein) have presented the results of extensive numerical
calculationss describing the possible binary parameters of the
progenitor-- and remnant-systems of LMXBs. Based on that study, the LMXBs
cann be divided into two groups, depending on whether the progenitor
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systemss started mass transfer when their orbital period was
approximatelyy > 12 hours or < 12 hours. The orbital evolution of the
formerr group of LMXBs is
mass-losingg component,

determined by the nuclear evolution of the

which leads to the formation of LMXBs with

increasingg orbital periods (i.e.

diverging systems; Webbink et al.,

1983;; Pylyser and Savonije, 1988a (PS88a) and further references
therein)..

The orbital evolution of the second group of LMXBs is

determinedd by angular-momentum losses,
(Landauu and Lifschitz,

due to gravitational radiation

1959; Paczynski, 1967; Faulkner, 1971) and

magneticc braking (Huang, 1966; Verbunt and Zwaan, 1981), which leads to
thee formation of LMXBs with decreasing orbital periods (i.e. converging
systems;; Fappaport et al., 1983; Pylyser and Savonije, 1988b (PS88b) and
referencess therein).
Fourr LMXBs show regular X-ray pulsations, i.e. 4U1627-67
(P*7.77 sec), 1E2259+59 (P=6.98 sec), Her X-1 (P=1.24 sec) and GX1+4
(P=*1077 sec) (see table 1a). It is therefore likely that the neutron
starss in these systems all have a (still) strong magnetic field (i.e.
12 2

BB > 10
Gauss), and if one assumes that the magnetic field of a neutron
66
7
starr decays on a timescale 10 to 10 years (e.g. Stollman, 1987), these
7 7
neutronn stars must be relatively young (< a few times 10 yrs). The
firstt two systems have short orbital periods (P < 1h), while the latter
twoo systems (will ultimately) evolve with increasing orbital periods.
Suchh diverging LMXBs are the progenitor-systems of low-mass binary radio
pulsarss (LMBRPs), which mostly consist of a low-mass (< 0.45 M Q ) Helium
whitee dwarf (WD) and a (relatively) rapidly rotating magnetized NS
(Rappaportt and Joss, 1983; Paczynski, 1983; Savonije, 1983 and the
revieww by van den Heuvel, 1987). If the low mass companion is a WD, this
starr is thought to be the remnant of the (sub)giant progenitor, which
startedd mass-transfer (case B or possibly AB (see PS88a)) towards a
compactt object (a WD or a NS).
Iff the compact accreting component was initially a massive WD
{>{> 1.2 M0; Hernanz et al., 1988), it is possible that, as it was
accretingg matter, it has ultimately collapsed into a neutron star when
itss mass reached the Chandrasekhar mass (~1.4 M0; Nomoto, 1987; Hernanz
ett al., 1988 and references therein). In such a case, the sudden mass
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PQrb2
withh i the inclination angle between the plane
off the orbit and the plane of the sky, a.^
thee semi-major axis and G the gravitational
constant. .

losss from the system, in the form of loss of binding energy of the
collapsingg compact object and possibly some expelled material, results
inn an enlargement of the binary system and the system becomes detached
(seee e.g. van den Heuvel and Habets, 1984). Mass transfer resumes when
thee expanding radius of the hydrogen shell-burning secondary reaches the
Roche-lobee again, and the system can be observed as a wide bright LMXB
(Webbinkk et al., 1983). Mass transfer finally ceases when the hydrogenrichh envelope of the (sub)giant is exhausted. Then, a U4BRP is born.
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Upp to now, five galactic LMBRPs have been discovered: PSR 1831-00,
PSRR 0820-02, PSR 1953+29, PSR 1855+09 and PSR 1957+20, the last three
beingg millisecond radio pulsars. Three more such systems have recently
beenn discovered in globular clusters (Lyne et al., 1988). The radio
pulsess originating from these objects yield the neutron star's rotation
period.. Table 1b presents the relevant system parameters of the galactic
LiMBRPs.. The evolutionary history of PSR 1957+20 is probably very
differentt of the other LMBRPs. We refer to e.g. Fruchter et al. (1988),
Phinneyy et al. (1988) and Kluzniak et al. (1988) for a detailed
descriptionn of this system and to van den Heuvel and van Paradijs (1988)
andd Ruderman et al. (1988) for the processes which are likely to be
involvedd in its formation and future evolution (see also section 2.5 for
aa short description)*
Thee aim of this work is to investigate, by means of semi-analytical
calculations,, the evolution of the spin period of a magnetized NS in a
LMXBB with a realistic mass-transfer profile. A comparison can be made
betweenn the calculated spin-period of the neutron star when the masstransferr phase in a LMXB terminates, and the observed pulse periods of
LMBRPs,, which we assumed to be their remnant-systems. Similar
calculations,, in which the mass-losing component is a giant, were
performedd by de Kool and van Paradijs (1987; KP).
Sectionn 2 describes the assumptions underlying our calculations.
Thee theoretical basis for a description of the evolution of the spin
periodd of both an accreting and non-accreting NS is briefly summarized
inn sections 2.1 and 2.2. Current ideas about the evolution of neutron
starr magnetic fields and their importance in the context of the spinevolutionn of accreting neutron stars are briefly reviewed (section 2.3).
Wee also discuss (and reconsider) the evolution of the mass-transfer
ratess in LMXBs (section 2.4). In section 2.5, we discuss the effects of
thee process of "evaporation" of the low mass secondary by the impinging
energeticc radiation of a non-accreting millisecond neutron star, and its
effectss on the evolution of the binary system. Section 3 presents an
examinationn of the effects of the physical processes (and the parameters
presentt in the modelation of these processes) on the evolution of th'e
spinn period of an accreting NS. Thereby, we extend and generalize the
workk performed by KP. In a first approach, the discussions in section 3
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aree qualitative. Some quantitative results are presented and compared
withh those obtained in previous work in section 3.5. In section 4, we
tryy to reconstruct the rotational history of some LMBRPs (section 4.1)
andd discuss thee observed status of some LMXB-pulsars (section 4.2).
Sectionn 5 summarizes the obtained results.

2.. Assumptions.
2.1.. Spin evolution of an accreting magnetized neutron star.

Masss transferred through the inner Langrangian point of an
interactingg binary is expected to form an accretion disk around the
neutronn star (see e.g. Petterson, 1983; Henrichs, 1983). After leaving
thee donor star matter falls in at the outer edge of the disk, where a
shock-frontt is created (the "hot spot"), and subsequently flows inwards
ass a result of the local viscosity. Matter at the inner boundary of the
diskk interacts and gets coupled to the magnetic field of the neutron
starr and then falls down along the field lines towards the neutron star
surface.. If a significant field is present, the interaction region
betweenn the field and the disk is instrumental for the transfer of
angularr momentum from the inner boundary of the disk towards the
magneticc field. The torque which results from this interaction is
transferredd by the field to the neutron star causing the spin period of
thee neutron star to change.

Thee calculations presented in section 3 are based on a refined
accretion-diskk model as developed by Ghosh and Lamb (1978, 1979), which
includess magnetic and viscous effects in the disk-field interaction.
Ghoshh and Lamb find that the magnetic coupling between the star and the
materiall outside the inner edge of the accretion disk can be
appreciable,, i.e. the interaction region is not infinitely thin. The
spin-upp torque exerted on rapidly rotating neutron stars is therefore
substantiallyy lower than that on more slowly rotating neutron stars and
spin-downn of the neutron star, even while accretion is still continuing,
iss possible for high rotation rates and low accretion rates.

Largelyy based on the presentation given by de Kool and van Paradijs
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(1987),, we briefly summarize the above refined disk model. The
calculatedd torque is expressed as a function of the

'fastness

parameter'' o> , defined as the ratio of the angular velocity of the
neutronn star co* and the Keplerian angular velocity at the magnetospheric
radiuss rm:

ww
SS

i — = 1.44 10"3 * B Q 6 7 7 * Mp" 3 / ? * M*~ 5/? * 1/P

=
Q

ir<rJ
K.. m

(D

•

Here,, r

is the radius of the magnetospheric boundary, B„ is the

mm

9

magneticc field strength of the neutron star in units of 10 Gauss, Mg is
—8 8
thee mass-accretion rate in units of 10
M0/yr, M* is the mass of the
neutronn star in solar masses, and P is the rotation period of the
neutronn star in seconds»
Thee evolution of the NS can be qualitatively understood by
consideringg the evolution of the relative positions of the
magnetosphericc radius r

and the co-rotation radius *CQr at which the

Kepleriann and stellar angular velocities are equal.
Inn the more simple theoretical approximations of the description of
thee interaction between the accretion disk and the magnetic field (i.e.
Pringlee and Rees, 1972; Davidson and Ostriker, 1973; Savonije, 1978),
equilibriumm is reached when r m = r

. If, for example, due to a decay of

thee magnetic field, or to an increase of the mass-accretion rate, r m
decreasess and becomes < r

, the neutron star will be spun up by

thee particles at radii in the range r m to r cQ , which have angular
velocityy w(r) > u>* = w c o , until (due to spin-up) the decreasing radius
rr
becomes equal to r , again. If this occurs on a timescale shorter
coo
^
m
'
thann the timescales governing the variation of B and/or the accretion
rate,, the NS will continue to rotate near equilibrium. If, on the other
hand,, the variation of the magnetic field strength occurs too rapid to
alloww the NS to adjust its spin-period to the continuously varying
situation,, the spin-period of the NS will depart from equilibrium.
Althoughh the theory of Ghosh and Lamb (1978, 1979) is more refined,
thee relative evolution of r and r
determines the spin evolution of
K
mm
co
thee neutron star in a similar way.
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Thee net accretion torque in the theory of Ghosh and Lamb is given
by: :

NN = N Q * n(ü)s),
wheree N

is the angular-momentum flux carried by matter flowing through

thee inner boundary of the disk at radius rm. If j x is the specific
angularr momentum of matter in a Keplerian orbit at radius r m then

*oo = 3K<rm> *

k

n(u))
) is determined by Ghosh and Lamb as:
s s
n(mm ) = 1.39M1-Ü) *(4.0 3* (1-w c ) # 173-.878))/(1-w )
SS

S

5

(2)

o

Wee notice that the dimensionless torque n(oos) becomes zero when u
s s
approachess 0.35. The star is then said to rotate at its equilibrium
periodd P

for the present values of the physical parameters. P

can be

expressedd as:
PP

= (2.7 ms) * B 6 / 7 * ( M / M e d d ) " 3 / 7 * M* _ 5 / 7

(3)

(Ghoshh and Lamb, 1979; Henrichs, 1983; Stollman, 1987).
MM , , is the Eddington limiting accretion rate for neutron stars, i.e.
M=(1.55 10

M0/yr) * M*. The equilibrium period is (becomes) thus

shorterr for higher (increasing) mass-accretion rates and neutron star
masses,, and for weaker (decreasing) magnetic fields.
Itt is important to notice that although the neutron star is
spinningg at Pecr, mass-accretion may still be continuing. Since most of
thee parameters which determine P
PP
eqq

(i.e. B^, M and M*) evolve with time,

is also continuously
So,
although the neutron star is
u changing.
?
*
^

spinningg at its equilibrium period, P may be different from zero.

Assumingg a constant moment of inertia of the accreting neutron star
(i.e.. 10 4 5 gem 2 ), the variation in the spin period is determined by :
PP = (-1.054 10~ 1 0

s/yr) * B g 2 * n(a)s)/(Wg2 * M*)

87 7

(4)

Thee timescale for spin-up, defined as the time necessary to spin-up
aa neutron star from rest (w = 0.) to its equilibrium period (at which
n(cjj ) - 0., i.e. no torque is acting on the neutron star) is:

= (3.43 106 yrs) * B ^ 8 ' 7 * k ^

„JS

T s uu =

1

* M*"5/7

Q(o)s=0.) )

Forr decreasing values of all the determining physical quantities,
thee spin-up timescale increases. The thus defined spin-up timescale T g u
onlyy indicates how rapidly the spin period evolves towards its
equilibriumm period P . The observed time scale of spin-variation T Q b
s s
eq q
willl therefore only be of the same order of T S U / if the rotation period
off the NS is significantly different from its equilibrium period. If the
NSS rotates at (or near) equilibrium, T o b s ~T p (=P/P) 7* T S U - For example,
aa NS rotating at Pö , with a field which does not decay and accreting
masss at a rate which varies on a timescale x ey / defined as M/M yields
^ b s V VV

(Henrichs, 1983).

Inn the case of very low magnetic field strengths, the magnetic
boundaryy can become smaller than the radius of the neutron star (we
assumee R* = 1* 10 cm.). In such a case the model of Ghosh and Lamb is
noo longer valid. We then use a description (also used by de Kool and van
Paradijss (1987)), as follows:

NN * JK(R*) * M
and d
PP = (-4.35 10 - 5 s/yr) * P 2 * M Q
Equationn 3 shows that the rotation rate of an accreting magnetized
neutronn star can easily evolve into the range of milliseconds, as is
confirmedd by the observation of several millisecond binary radio pulsars
(Tablee 1b), which form a later evolutionary phase of the low-mass X-ray
binaries. .
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Finally,, we note that according to, for example, Papaloizou and
Pringlee (1978), Harding (1983) and Shapiro et al. (1983), the neutron
starr becomes unstable to non-radial oscillations whenever its rotation
periodd is shorter than about 1.5 milliseconds (this actually depends on
thee equation of state which is used). In such a case, spin angular
momentumm is effectively radiated away in the form of gravitational
waves.. The spin period does then not decrease any further.

2.2.. Spin evolution of non-accreting magnetized neutron stars.

Wee assume that, when the neutron star does not accrete, it loses
angularr momentum due to magnetic dipole radiation (Pacini, 1967). When
thee system ends its life as a LMXB, i.e. after the contraction of the
remnantt of a mass-losing (sub)giant, due to the exhaustion of its
hydrogen-envelopee (PS88a, and references therein), the system detaches
andd a LMBRP is formed.
Anotherr non-accretion phase may occur after an AIC of a white dwarf
too a NS (see section 1). Mass is then suddenly lost from the system
whichh results in an increase of the binary separation; the system
becomess detached (see e.g.

van den Heuvel and Habets, 1984). During

somee time the neutron star spins down and

the magnetic field of the

newlyy formed neutron star will decay. Mass transfer resumes when the
expandingg radius of the hydrogen shell-burning secondary reaches the
Roche-lobee again, after which the system is observed as a LMXB.
Finally,, we indicate that the top of the period gap (at 3 hours) in
thee distribution of orbital periods of cataclysmic variables and LMXBs
mayy be produced by termination of the mass transfer phase in these
systems.. We refer to e.g. Pylyser and Savonije (1988b; and references
therein)) for a discussion on the formation of this period gap. During
thee subsequent detached phase, the system could be visible as a low-mass
binaryy radio pulsar, until mass transfer resumes, due to orbital angular
momentumm loss resulting from gravitational radiation (but, see also van
denn Heuvel and van Paradijs, 1988).
Forr the calculations in section 3, we use the description of spin-
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downn of non-accreting neutron stars as presented by Stollman (1987),
Startingg the calculations with a spin period P Q and a magnetic field
strengthh B , the change in spin period is given by:
PP = 3/TD * exp<-2 * t/xD)/(1-exp(-2 * t/T D )+P Q 2 /(3 2 ) 1/2

(6)

wheree p 2 = B Q 2 * T D / a
andd a is defined as : B(t) 2 = a * P(t) * P(t)
x nn and P(t) are the decay tiraescale of the magnetic field and the
spinperiodd derivative at time t, respectively. A canonical value
forr a - 1. 10

Gauss /sec (Manchester and Taylor, 1977).

Summarizingg sections 2.1 and 2.2, the spin evolution of a neutron
starr in a low-mass close binary in which the NS was formed by an
accretionn induced collapse (AIC) can be divided into three subsequent
phases: :
1)) a spin-down phase due to magnetic dipole radiation during the postAICC phase until mass-accretion resumes.
2)) a spin-up and/or spin-down phase during the subsequent

mass-transfer

phasee between both components
3)) a spin-down phase, by magnetic dipole radiation, after the masstransferr phase, as a low-mass binary radio pulsar.

2.3.. Evolution of the magnetic field of the neutron star.

Thee evolution of the magnetic field of neutron stars in low-mass
binaryy systems has recently been the subject of much discussion.

Based

onn studies of newborn radio pulsars (Lyne et al., 1985; Stollman, 1987;
andd references therein), neutron star magnetic field strengths have been
6—7 7
foundd to decay on time scales of 10
yrs. Whether this decay timescale
remainss constant when the field decays or varies with the age of the
neutronn star cannot be inferred from these single radio pulsars, since
theirr radio luminosity decreases with time, finally rendering them
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unobservablee (Taylor and Stinebring, 1986) . However, a comparison of the
formationn rates of low-mass X-ray binaries and their probable remnant
systems,, i.e. the wide binary radio pulsars provides strong evidence for
thee existence of a "bottom" value for the magnetic fields of neutron
starss in low-mass binary systems (Bhattachanya and Srinivasan, 1986; van
denn Heuvel et al., 1986). Direct observational support for the existence
off a "bottom-field" for the magnetic fields of neutron stars is provided
byy the high age of the white dwarf companions of e.g. PSR 0655+64
(Kulkarni,, 1986, 1987) and PSR 1855+09 (Wright and Loh, 1986).
Furthermore,, the observed values for the spin period and its derivative
inn the system PSR 1831-00 indicate that its "age" (i.e. P/P) is of the
q q

orderr of a few times 10
iss still 8. 10

10

yrs, while its derived magnetic field strength

Gauss (see also section 4.1.2). These observations

indicatee that the bottom-field may be different in each system.
Vann den Heuvel (1986) reviewed two possible interpretations of this
phenomenon.. In one of these (Kulkarni,

1986, 1987), the magnetic field

off the neutron star possibly consists of two distinct fields: a rapidly
decayingg ( T B 1 ~

5. 10 yrs), strong surface field, which is anchored in

thee crust of the neutron star (the ncrustalM field), and a much weaker
componentt seated in the superconducting interior which decays very
slowlyy or perhaps not within the age of the Galaxy (the "core" field).
Dependingg on the age of the NS, the observed magnetic field is then
eitherr the "crustal" or the "core" field.
Anotherr interpretation is based on a model of non-decaying neutron
starr magnetic fields (i.e. Kundt, 1986; Blair and Candy, 1988) and on
thee specific binary nature of the systems: the fields of (single)
neutronn stars do not decay, but are presumably either weakened by the
occurrencee of mass-accretion during the previous mass-transfer phase
(Blondingg and Freese, 1986) or, independent of the circumstances, remain
constantt (see also Sang and

Chanmugam,

1988; Rundt, 1986). The

observedd torque-decay of single pulsars could then possibly be explained
byy the occurrence of the process of alignement of the rotation-axis and
thee field-axis (see Lyne et al. , 1988). Although no definitive
observationall distinction between both interpretations could be made up
too now, de Kool and van Paradijs (KP) adopted the first interpretation
inn their calculations of the evolution of the spin period of accreting
neutronn stars. The calculations presented in section 3 are based on the
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samee assumptions.

2.4.. The evolution of the mass-accretion rate onto the neutron stars.
Thee spin period calculations presented in this work differ from
thosee presented by KP in the adopted evolution of the accretion rates.
KPP determined the accretion rates semi-analytically based on a model for
brightt low-mass X-ray sources (see Webbink et al., 1983). This model
satisfactorilyy describes the evolution of wide low-mass galactic X-ray
binariess and their observational properties, and explains naturally the
formationn of binary radio pulsars as their remnants (Rappaport and Joss,
1983;; Paczynski, 1983 and Savonije, 1983, 1987). However, this semianalyticall approximation is strictly valid only for mass losing giants
whichh developed He-cores of mass between about 0.20 and 0.45 MQ (i.e.
wheree hydrogen is burned in a thin shell) at the onset of mass-transfer.
Itt is not valid for (sub)giants which start mass transfer shortly after
thee core hydrogen-burning phase (i.e. while a thick hydrogen burning
tt

shelll develops; see PS88a; Cote and Pylyser, 1988). In

PS88a, a series

off numerical calculations of (sub)giants starting mass transfer between
thee end of the core hydrogen-burning phase (or even earlier) and the
basee of the giant branch are presented. For all these numerical
calculations,, the mass transfer rates were stored as a function of time
rr

andd of a few additional system-parameters (see also Cote and Pylyser,
1988),, one of which is the mass of the donor star (see for example
fig.. 8a in section 3.3.4). These numerically obtained mass transfer
ratess will be used as accretion rates onto the neutron star in
sectionn 3, in order to follow the spin evolution of an accreting neutron
star.. Unless explicitely mentioned, we will assume that all mass lost by
thee (sub)giant will be accreted by the neutron star (i.e. we make the
so-calledd conservative assumptions).
Itt is important to note that any numerically obtained history of
masss transfer rate is dependent on the mass of the accompanying conpact
component.. In many of the calculations presented in section 3, we have
includedd the initial mass of the NS as a free parameter. The chosen mass
off the NS may be different from that used by PS88a. In section 3.4, we
discusss the effects of this difference on the evolution of the spin
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periodd of the NS and use a simple description to correct the numerically
obtainedd mass transfer rates whenever such a correction is thought to be
necessary. .
Finally,, we emphasize that, although the mass-accretion rates may
bee varying relatively rapidly (see later, figure 8a), the mass-accretion
ratess considered here are mean rates on timescales of at least 1. to
10.. 106 yrs. Fluctuations over timescales of the order 10 to 10 yrs
aree only considered qualitatively (section 4). It can not be excluded
thatt instabilities in either the mass transfer rate (dictated by the
evolutionn of the low-mass companion) or the accretion rate (dictated by
thee evolution of the disk) even quench the accretion of mass onto the
NS,, interrupting the X-ray phase. We shall demonstrate that such
variationss on short timescales can have important consequences.

2.5.. The process of evaporation of a low-mass companion by a nonaccreting,, rapidly rotating neutron star.
Inn the previous section, we mentioned that the spin-period of an
accretingg NS can relatively easily decrease to a few milliseconds. It
cann be shown that, if for one of the reasons presented above (sections
2.22 and 2.4), mass-accretion stops, the outflowing radiation of a
millisecondd neutron star is so strong, that even a fraction of the
impingingg energy can be sufficient to result in the evaporation of (part
of)) the hydrogen-envelope of the orbiting low-mass companion (Ruderman
ett al., 1988).
Thee recently observed LMBRP, PSR 1957+20 (Fruchter et al. , 1988) is
aa perfect example, which formed the inspiration for the above process of
evaporationn (van den Heuvel and van Paradijs, 1988; Phinney et al. ,
1988;; Kluzniak et al., 1988). Whenever the process of evaporation is
started,, it can not be interrupted. If the evaporation timescale ^ e v a p
iss much shorter than the spin-down timescale T s d , the low-mass secondary
willl be completely evaporated before the spin period increased
significantly.. If t e v a D > tsoy the evaporation process will terminate
duee to the decrease in energy outflow of the neutron star. If, after the
terminationn of the evaporation process, the low-mass companion still has
aa significantly massive remnant hydrogen envelope (M env at least about a
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feww 0.01 M Q ) , mass transfer towards the neutron star can resume, and
masss accretion can again spin up the neutron star.
Itt can be shown that the latter process of evaporation is of
significantt importance in the estimate of the lifetime and birthrate of
rr

LMXBss (Cote and Pylyser, 1988).

3.. Computational results.

3.1.. Introduction and working scheme.

Inn the following sub-sections,

we present the results of

calculationss of the evolution of the spin period of accreting neutron
starss in wide low-mass X-ray binaries. For this purpose, we create
variouss neutron star accretion situations in which the different
parameterss present in the magnetic field decay model and the massaccretionn sequences are varied. We discuss the essential effects of
thesee variations on the spin period evolution of the accreting neutron
star.. Table 2 lists the parameters and the ranges in which they will be
varied. .

Tablee 2
=== = = = = = :=====
:
. = = = = = = :=========
:
=
units s ref. .
range e
1.. 1 0 1 2 - 1.. 10l 3
1.. 10 6 - 1.. 10
9 9
1.. 10
10
1.. 1 0
- infinity y
5.. 10 6 - 5.. 10 7
0.5 5
0.001 1
0.66
- 1.6 6
1.. 10~ 7 - 1.. IQ" 11

Gauss s
yrs s
Gauss s
yrs s
yrs s
M

1 1
2
3
3
4

2
3
3
4

0 0

M 0 /yr r

References s
1)) Flowers and Ruderman, 197 7
2)) Lyne et al., 1985
Stollman,, 1987 and refs. therein
3)) Bhattacharya and Srinivasan, 1986
vann den Heuvel et al., 1986
4)) Sutantyo and van den Heuvel, 1985
5)) H o m e et al., 1986
Garciaa and Grindlay, 1987

6)) Pylyser and Savonije, 1988

5 5
6 6

B-- and B- are the initial "crustal" and "core" field, respectively. Tfil
andd T B 2 are the decay timescales of B^ and B2* respectively. t ^ e t is
thee duration of the detached phase after the assumed AIC. H^s is the
initiall neutron star mass, i.e. before accretion and AM is the total
amountt of mass to be accreted by the neutron star. M is the masstransferr rate between the components, used as the accretion rate onto
thee neutron star.
Wee will adopt the idea that the NS is formed by an AIC, followed by
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aa detached phase. The process of evaporation of the secondary, as
discussedd in section 2.5 is not included in the calculations and
discussionss presented in this section.
Alll the calculations are performed according to the following
scheme.. First, we choose values for B-j, B 2 , T B 1 , t B 2' ^Sis' ^ '

and

tne

durationn det
t, j_tof the detached phase after the assumed AIC. We also
selectt a mass-transfer sequence describing the evolution of an
interactingg binary system evolving towards a LMBRP (as presented by
PS88a). .
Thee initial spin period of the neutron star after the AIC is always
chosenn to be 50 ms (we refer to KP for arguments).
Thee accretion sequence is started at the point in the mass-transfer
phasee where the donor star mass M, is equal to the mass of its final WDremnantt after the end of the mass-transfer phase augmented with AM. As
ann example: in sequence G25 (see PS88a and figure 8a), the mass of the
WDD after the mass-transfer phase is 0.24 M Q . If the chosen total amount
off mass to be accreted by the NS is 0.5 M Q/ the accretion sequence is
startedd at the point of the mass-transfer phase where the donor star has
aa mass of 0.74 M 0 , using the corresponding stored mass-transfer rate as
ann accretion rate.
3.2.. Qualitative description of the evolution of the spin period and the
relationn to the underlying physical processes.
Figuree 1 presents, for some selected sequences, the spin behaviour
off an accreting NS as a function of time in terms of ü)s, the fastness
parameterr (fig. 1a), and P, the spin period (fig. 1b).
Thee evolution of the field and/or mass-accretion rate in these
calculationss are chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but with the aim to
understandd and demonstrate the effects of the physical processes
determinatingg the spin-evolution of the neutron star. Table 3 lists the
assumptionss about the evolution of the magnetic field and the accretion
ratee in the calculations presented in this sub-section. In all of them,
thee initial mass of the NS is assumed to be 1.3 M 0 , its initial spin
periodd is 50 ms, and the total amount of mass accreted by the NS is
assumedd to be 0.25 M . in order to examine the effects of the early
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CUU o

IBCMC C
"1BSMC C
0.30 0
°:B,o,=BrB2-B2 2

0.20 0

BCMS S

/-BSML L
-BSMC C

0.10 0
--

BSMC

Figuress 1a,b: The evolution of the fastness parameter o) (upper part)
andd the corresponding evolution of the spin period of the accreting
neutronn star (lower part) as a function of the time t elapsed since the
onsett of mass-accretion, for some selected sequences. The assumptions
aboutt the evolution of the magnetic field strength and the massaccretionn rate for each sequence are listed inn table 3. The open dots
alongg the curves indicate when the (eventually) decaying magnetic field
hass reached its bottom-value. Whenever oo > 0.35, the neutron star spins
down,, while spin up of the neutron star is characterized by w < 0.35.
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Figuree 1c: The evolution of some of the characteristic timescales during
thee accretion phase in sequence BSML. T is defined as P/P, x e v as M/M
andd T
in section 2.1 (eqn. (5)). T is displayed in dashed form, when
thee Nl U spins down. Tfl1 is the decay timescale of the "crustal" field.

magneticc field decay on the spin period evolution, the detached phase
afterr the AIC is quite arbitrarily chosen to be very short
(<< 1. 10 5 yrs.). Figure 1c displays the evolution of some of the
characteristicc timescales during the accretion phase in the sequence
BSML,, described below, x

is defined as P/P, x e v as M/M (see Henrichs,

1983)) and x s u in section 2.1.

Thee assumptions for the sequence labeled BCMC are very simple, i.e.
bothh the field strength and the mass-accretion rates are constant
(BB = 4. 10 8 G; M = 1. 1 0 " 1 0 M 0 /yr, respectively). In this case, the
(assumed)) initial spin period of 50 ms is long with respect to the
equilibriumm period (P eq = 9-8 ms, according to eqn. (3)). The torque on
thee NS is positive; after a few times 10 8 yrs, the equilibrium period
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Tablee 3

Seq..

As sinned evolution Assumedd evolution
off the accretion-rate
off the B-field

BCMCC

constant: i.e.
B=4.. 10 8 Gauss

constant:: i.e.
M-1-- 10~ 10 M0/yr

BSMCC

"standard"
(sectionn 2.3)
B 11 =*3. 10 1 2 G

constant:: as in BCMC

T

B I = 5 - 33 1 2 6 y r
B 22 -4. 10* G
T B2 -1.. 10 l 0 yr
BSMLL

"standard":
ass in BSMC

BCMS S constant: :
ass in BCMC

linearlyy decreasing from
5.55 10~~° to 1. 10~ 1 0 M0/yr
ass a function of the mass of
thee donorstar
"standard":: Sequence G25,
numericallyy calculated
sequencee of mass-transfer
ratess (obtained from PS88a)

iss reached (i.e. w„ * 0.35; the torque n(w_) » 0.) and since neither the
ss
s
fieldd nor the accretion rate vary (the mass of the NS increases only
marginallyy during the accretion phase), equilibrium is maintained until
mass-accretionn stops. The final equilibrium period is 9.8 ms.
Sequencee BSMC demonstrates the effects of the evolution of the
magneticc field. The mass-accretion rate is again kept constant, but the
12 2
magneticc field (of initially 3. 10
Gauss) is assumed to decay on a
66
8
timescalee of 5.3 10 yrs until a bottom field of 4. 10 Gauss is
attainedd (see section 2.3).
Thiss sequence is similar to the sequences presented by KP (1987):
afterr the short detached phase, the NS is spun down to its equilibrium
periodd (according to eqn. (3), P
thann 1. 10

yrs (i.e. z

is 17.4 sec) on a timescale shorter

; see figure 1c). Subsequently, the NS spins at

itss equilibrium period, which decreases on a timescale T B 1 ( T - T B 1 ;
figuree 1c), due to the field decay. After a few times 10 yrs, the NS
hass increasing difficulty to maintain its rotation period at the rapidly
decrasingg equilibrium period. Trie fastness parameter <os starts
decreasing,, thereby increasing the torque on the NS. When finally, the
spin-upp time scale T „ becomes comparable to or even exceeds the decay5U U
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timescalee t B 1 , the NS can no longer rotate at its equilibrium period,
untill the decaying field approaches its "bottom"-value (i.e. B2)« Once
thee field has stopped decaying, w s increases again and the NS evolves
towardss its (new) equilibrium period, now determined by the bottom
strengthh of the field and the mass-accretion rate (i.e. P

= 9.8 ms).

Fromm the above it appears that the NS rotates out of equilibrium as long
ass its magnetic field decays approximately between a few times
10 1 00 Gauss and its bottom-value. The subsequent spin-evolution is
qualitativelyy similar to the evolution described in sequence BCMC, since
fromm now on, the (core) field is assumed to be constant.
Wéé note that the evolution through the minimum value of o>g is less
discontinuouss than in the calculations of KP. This is due to our more
smoothh approximation of the transition phase from a rapidly decaying
crustall field to

the

almost constant core field (see also the

discussionn of fig. 12).
Inn sequence BSML, the assumptions about the field evolution are
identicall to those in sequence BSMC; however, the mass-accretion rate
decreasess linearly as a function of the decreasing mass of the donor
star,, from about 5.5 10

M

©/y* a t the initiation of mass transfer to

1.. 10~ 1 0 M_/yr at the end of the mass transfer phase. Since the masstransferr rate in sequence BSML is at any time higher than in sequence
BSMC,, the torque necessary to maintain the NS at its equilibrium period
beforee the effects of field decay become important, is sufficiently
strongg during a longer period of time than in sequence BSMC. Figure 1c
showss that until then,

the evolution of the spin period is dictated by

thee decay timescale T B 1 of the magnetic field. The subsequent evolution
awayy from equilibrium is as in sequence BSMC. Due to the higher massaccretionn rates, the minimum value of u)Q is slightly higher. The
evolutionn towards equilibrium is conparable to the first two sequences
untill equilibrium is approached and B - B2 is constant (see fig. 1c).
Equationn (3) shows that, subsequently, the equilibrium period increases
duee to the decrease of the mass-accretion rate. Although the NS is in
factt rotating at its equilibrium spin-period, a continuous negative
torquee is acting on the NS (n(ü)g) < 0. and ü>s > 0.35) and the NS spins
downn as long as M decreases. In such a situation, the observed spin-down
timescalee i

b

(i.e. T ) is determined by the decrease of the mass-

accretionn rate is of the order of x g v (see fig. 1c).
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Thee evolution of a sequence BCMS, in which the field is again kept
constantt (at 4. 10 8 Gauss) and in which the sequence describing the
mass-accretionn rate originates from the numerical calculations performed
byy PS88a (i.e. G25), is almost similar to the evolution of sequence
BCMC.. A discussion of some specific characteristics of the mass transfer
ratess is given below, where fig. 8a is presented. We note here the wavy
characterr of the evolution of the fastness parameter Ü)S and the spin
periodd at the end of the mass-accretion phase, which reflects the wavy
characterr of the evolution of the mass-transfer rate itself. A
decreasingg mass-transfer rate produces an increasing Q)g (and thus
decreasingg torque) and inversely. The final strong increase of the
fastnesss parameter corresponds with the termination of the mass-transfer
phase,, the mass-accretion rate rapidly fading away. As a result, the NS
ultimatelyy spins down.
Figuress 2a,b and 2c present the evolution of a "standard" model:
thee assumptions regarding the evolution of the magnetic field are as in
sequencee BSMC (or BSML) and regarding the mass-transfer rates as in
BCMS»» All the calculations performed in the following subsections will
bee qualitatively similar to one another. As such, the evolution of the
spin-periodd of the NS, described in figure 2 is qualitatively a
combinationn of the sequences BSMC and BCMS as described above: the
initiall and final evolution are identical to the initial evolution of
sequencee BSMC and the final evolution of system BCMS, respectively.
Wee notice the existence of two little dips in the curve describing
ü)) (see the arrows). These are caused by variations in the rate of
5 5

changee of the mass-accretion rate. We will come back to this phenomenon
inn a discussion on the spin evolution of the NS in Her X-1 (section
4.2). .
Inn all cases presented so far, the magnetic field did not decay
significantlyy (anymore) during the final phase of mass-accretion.
Inn some cases, however, the amount of mass which is accreted by the
neutronn star is sufficiently low and/or the accretion rate is
sufficientlyy high, that mass-accretion ends before the magnetic field
hass decayed significantly. Figure 3, curves (a), (b) and (c) present the
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Figuress 2a, b and c: The
evolutionn of the numerically
computedd mass-transfer rate in
sequencee G25 (see PS88a), as a
functionn of the time t elapsed
sincee mass-accretion started.
Inn this case, 0.5 M Q is
accretedd by the NS. Some
specificc characteristics of
thee evolution of the mass
transferr rate are discussed
laterr (fig. 8a). Assuming a
"standard"" evolution for the
magneticc field B (see section
2.3),, the corresponding
evolutionn of the fastnessparameterr and the spin period,
duringg the accretion phase are
shownn in figures 2b and 2c.
Duee to the wavy character of
thee evolution of the massaccretionn rate, the final
evolutionn of the spin period
off the NS is characterized by
alternatingg spin-up and spindownn phases.
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Figuress 3a,b and c: The
evolutionn with time of the
mass-accretionn rate, the
fastnesss parameter and the
spinn period, respectively, for
aa case in which the magnetic
fieldd of the NS has not yet
decayedd significantly. Only
0.0055 M was accreted at a
relativelyy high rate (sequence
125),, in order to terminate
masss transfer before
significantt decay of the field
couldd occur. The rapildy
decreasingg mass-accretion
rate,, which causes a rapidly
increasingg equilibrium period,
resultss in a rapid spin down
phasee at the end of the
accretionn phase. During this
finall phase, the NS is
rotatingg at equilibrium.

evolutionn of such a case. They depict the evolution of the massaccretionn rate, the fastness parameter and the spin-period,
respectively,, as a function of time elapsed since the AIC. The total
amountt of mass to be accreted onto the 1.3 M Q neutron star is in this
casee 0.005 M Q ,

and the mass-transfer sequence used describes the

evolutionn of sequence 125 in PS88a (see also figure 8a). The initial
evolutionn is similar to the spin evolution of sequence BSMC (or BSML) as
describedd above. However, the accretion phase lasts only about
4.. 106 yrs. Before the field has decayed significantly, the massaccretionn rate rapidly decreases at the end of the transfer phase. The
fieldd can thereby be regarded as constant, and the spin-evolution is
qualitativelyy similar to the final part of the evolution of, for
example,, sequence BSML, in which the neutron star spins down due to the
(relatively)) rapidly decreasing mass-accretion rate. During the whole
finall accretion phase, x e v >> T s u , showing that, although M varies
relativelyy rapidly, the NS is rotating in equilibrium.

Evolutionaryy sequences intermediate between, for example, BSML and
thee last presented sequence (i.e. in which mass-accretion terminates
whenn the NS is rotating out of equilibrium, due to the rapid decay of
thee magnetic field) are of course also possible, depending on the choice
off the parameters. In Section 3.3.5, we present such intermediate cases.

3.3.. Effects of the variation of the free parameters.
Inn

order to examine the influence of the values of the free

parameterss used in these calculations, we present sets of accretionsequences,, in which the parameter-values are varied separately in a
rangee dictated by results in previous

work

(see section 3.1).

Too provide a comparison, we define the following list of
M

standardn-values:: B 1 = 3. 10 1 2 Gauss
B 22 = 4. 10 8 Gauss
6

T B 11 = 5.3 10 yrs.
..

in10

'B2 2
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t d e t = 1. 107 yrs.
M*

= 1 . 3 M0

P s p i n / i = 50 ms

3.3.1.. Variation of B.,, T B 1 and t ^ ^ .

AA study of the influence of the different values of the parameters
B.. and x n 1 on the evolution of the spin-period of an accreting NS, is
onlyy relevant as long as B = B-, >> B 2 - Therefore, we ascertained that in
alll cases presented in this sub-section, the strength of the magnetic
fieldd B 11 was always >> B 2 at the end of the mass transfer phase (as it
wass the case in the final sequence discussed in section 3.2.).

Figuree 4: The e v o l u t i o n of an
a c c r e t i n gg NS i n t h e s p i n
p e r i o d - m a g n e t i cc f i e l d p l a n e
f o rr a d i f f e r e n t i n i t a l
" c r u s t a l "" f i e l d s t r e n g t h . The
f i e l dd was assumed t o decay on

-SEQUENCEE 0 25
-AMM =0005 M
%£** %£**
-T == 53.10 tyrsl
6

3

B1

-- V_ =1 10' lyrsl

rr

If?? IB.)

aa timescale of 5.3 10 yrs. In
alll cases, the mass of the NS
wass assumed to be 1.3 M and
0.00 05 M was accreted at a
ratee determined by sequence
G255 (see also fig. 8 a ) . The
detachedd phase, due to the AIC
lastedd 1. 10 7 yrs. P^^ and P f
aree the initial and final spin
periodd of the NS,
respectively.. P d e t is the spin
periodd at the end of the
detachedd phase. The magnetic
fieldd strengths are denoted in
aa similar way.

First,, we examine the effects of different values of the initial
fieldd strengths B 1 (=B ± ). In all sequences,
off

~ 1. 10

yrs, 0.005 M

after

a

detached

phase

was transferred towards a 1.3 M Q neutron

star,, using mass-transfer sequence G25 (PS88a). Figure 4 presents the
variouss relations that exist between the spin period of the NS and the
magneticc field strength B during the evolution. The final spin-period P f
iss given as a function of B. and B f , which are the inital and final
strengthh of the magnetic field, respectively. p £et^ B det*

re

lates

tne

periodd and the magnetic field at the end of the detached phase. The
initiall period P- , equal to 50 ms in each calculated sequence, as a
functionn of B. is labeled P i (B.). Dashed curves present (a part of) the
spin-evolutionn as a function of the magnetic field strength in some of
thee cases. The spin period of the NS starts at the relation P ^ B ^
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evolvess towards the relation

p

det (

B

<i et )

durin

9

the

detached phase, after

whichh accretion begins. On a short timescale (< 10

yrs) the neutron

starr evolves towards its equilibrium period (by spinning down). Once
equilibriumm is achieved, it is maintained while the NS spins up. After a
finall spin-down phase due to the rapidly decreasing mass-accretion rate
att the end of the accretion phase, the final configuration of the NS is
describedd by the relation P f (B f ).
Forr the neutron stars with the strongest fields, the spin-period
variationss at the onset of accretion are the strongest, as is to be
expectedd from the expression for the equilibrium period (eqn. (3)).

3.00 |2.6 6
P

SP,N(S)

)

12 12
1.8 8
1.4 4
PP 11(B
det det

1.0 0
0.6 6
'det^det1

1

0.2 2

8.6 6

9.2 2

9.8 8

10.4 4

11.00

11.6

logg B

Figuree 5: As in figure 4, but assuming a different decay timescale for
thee "crustal" field. The initial strength of the "crustal" field was
11 2Gauss.
assumedd to be 3. 10
Thee influence of the different values assumed for the decay time
scalee x D . of the magnetic field B 1 on the spin evolution of the NS is
illustratedd in figure 5. It depicts the evolution of the spinperiod as a
functionn of the magnetic field strength for different decay time scales.
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Thee spin period and magnetic field strength at the end of the detached
phasee (i.e. P d e t and B d e t ) and at the end of the accretion phase (Pf and
B-r)) are given. Since, for the longer decay time scales, the fields are
systematicallyy stronger than in case of shorter time scales, variations
off the spin period at the onset of accretion are the strongest in case
off the longest decay-timescales. For decay timescales T B 1 < 4. 10 yrs,
thee spin period at the end of the detached phase is longer than the
correspondingg equilibrium period when accretion begins, and the NS
startss spinning up.
Thee qualitative effect of varying the duration of the detached
phasee is very similar to that of the variation of, e.g. the decay
timescale,, since the duration of the detached phase as well as the decay
timescale,, both only determine

the field strength at the onset of

accretion.. Therefore, we did not perform separate calculations in which
thee duration of the detached phase is varied.

3.3.22 Variation of B, and T ^ .
Argumentss have been presented against a significant decay of the
coree field B~ (see section 2.1). We therefore assume that x B 2 is at
leastt 10 1 0 yrs, and have not made calculations in which this parameter
iss varied.
Thee variationn of the final spin period as a function of the value
off the core field strength is given in figure 6a. The assumed values of
thee other parameters are indicated in the figure. Figure 6b depicts the
evolutionn of the spin period of the NS as a function of the remnant mass
off the donor star. At the left hand axis of each curve, the value of B 2
iss given. The neutron star is rotating at equilibrium at the end of mass
accretionn phase and the final spin period is again a strongly increasing
functionn of the magnetic field strength (see eqn (3)). In addition, one
observess that variations in the mass accretion rate yield stronger
variationss in the spin period when the field is stronger.
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Figuress 6 a , b : F i g u r e 6a (upper l e f t ) p r e s e n t s t h e f i n a l s p i n p e r i o d of
t h ee NS as a f u n c t i o n of t h e assumed i n i t i a l v a l u e of t h e c o r e f i e l d
s t r e n g t h .. The v a l u e s f o r t h e model p a r a m e t e r s a r e l i s t e d i n t h e f i g u r e .
Inn f i g u r e 6b (lower l e f t ) , t h e e v o l u t i o n of t h e s p i n p e r i o d i s d i s p l a y e d
a ss a f u n c t i o n of t h e mass of t h e donor s t a r . Along each c u r v e , t h e v a l u e
off t h e assumed s t r e n g t h of t h e c o r e f i e l d i s given i n u n i t s of 10
Gauss. .
Figuress 7a,b ( f i g u r e s a t t h e r i g h t s i d e ) : As i n f i g u r e s 6 a , b ,
r e s p e c t i v e l y ,, but w i t h t h e i n i t i a l mass of t h e NS as a p a r a m e t e r .
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3.3.3.. Variation of the mass of the NS.
Figuress 7a and 7b are very similar to figuress 6a and 6b,
respectively.. The varied parameter, however, is now the mass of the
neutronn star, which is varied from 0.6 MQ to 1.6 M 0 . More massive
neutronn stars rotating at equilibrium yield shorter spin periods, which
iss expected from the expression of the equilibrium period <eqn(3)).

3.3.4,, Variation of the mass-transfer rates.
Thee final phase of mass-transfer between an initially 1.5 M 0 donor
starr and a 1.0 M. compact object, as obtained from the numerical
calculationss is shown as a function of the remnant mass of the donorstar
inn Fig. 8a. The initial evolutionary state of the 1.5 M 0 is different in
eachh sequence. The highest mass-transfer rates originate from the
systemss with the most evolved donor stars. In addition, for systems with
moree evolved donor stars, an extensive dip in the mass-transfer rate at
thee end of the mass-transfer phase becomes visible. This dip occurs, for
thee sequences with the more evolved donor stars, at

a systematically

higherr mass of the donor star. This peculiarity in the evolution of the
mass-transferr rate in binary systems with donor stars of similar initial
masss was already observed in the early binary calculations presented by
Kippenhahnn et al. (1967). These authors ascribed this decrease in the
mass-transferr rate to the stellar contraction due to the passage of the
risingg thin hydrogen burning shell through a hydrogen abundance
discontinuity.. Such a discontinuity in the hydrogen abundance can be
builtt up either during the preceding phase of mixing in the outer
layers,, when an extensive convective envelope is formed, or during the
phasee of core-hydrogen burning in the convective core of a star with
initiall mass M* > 1.2 M 0 (Iben, 1967).
Thee evolution of the mass-transfer rates originating from the least
evolvedd donor stars (i.e. sequence B25) does not present such a dip.
Thiss is due to the fact that the formation of a rising hydrogen burning
shelll does not occur before the end of the mass-transfer phase.
Figuree 8b shows the corresponding spin-period evolution of the
neutronn star, assuming the "standard" parameter-values. In total, 0.5 M 0
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wass accreted by the NS in these calculations. The shortest spin periods
aree obtained for systems with the largest accretion rates during most of
thee accretion phase.

log(-M/MQ/yr] ]

P

SP,N(S1

1

0.2 2

0.4 4

0.66

0.8
Md(MQ) )

Figuress 8a,b: The final evolution of the mass transfer (c.q. accretion)
ratee (upper part) for the different sequences in set 25 (see PS88a) and
thee corresponding evolution of the spin period (lower part) as a
functionn of the mass of the donor star. The specific characteristics of
thee evolution of the mass transfer rate are explained in the text.
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3.3.5.. Variation of the total amount of mass accreted by the NS.

Finally,, for the above

presented set of "standard" parameter-

values,, we vary the amount of mass accreted by the NS.

Figures 9a

andd 9b present the evolution of the fastness parameter and the spin
periodd as a function of time for two
differentt amounts of mass accreted
.40 0

. A MM =0.5 M„

byy the NS. The mass-accretion rate
iss determined by sequence 125 (see
fig.. 8a). Figure 9a shows a sequence
inn which the NS had not yet

.322 -

reachedd its equilibrium spin when
28 8

oo bottomfield is reached
24 4

thee accretion stopped (i.e.
withh AM = 0.05 M Q ) .

HH

1

1

r-

Sequencee I 25
Standardd B-evolution

logg ( & - . /
SPIN N

AM=0.05M. .

-- 2

;AMM = 0.5M 8
-3 3

_ ll
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_]]
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Figuress 9a,b: As in figs. 2b and 2c.
Inn each sequence presented in figure
9,, the total amount of mass accreted
byy the NS is different. One sequence
presentss a case for which the
neutronn star does not rotate at
equilibriumm when mass-accretion
stopss (i.e. when AM = 0.05 M 0 ) . At
thatt time, the magnetic field has
nott yet reached its bottom-strength.

3.4.. Corrections to the mass-transfer rates.

Thee working-scheme presented in section 3.1 contains implicitly an
arbitraryy choice of the moment at which the assumed AIC occurs during
thee mass-transfer phase. That moment depends on the choice of the total
amountt of mass to be accreted by the NS. We may, for example, as
extremes,, choose to transfer either 0.001 M 0 or 0.6 M Q from the donor
star.. Nevertheless, in each case, a certain initial mass for the NS is
chosenn (e.g. 1.3 M g ) . The mass transfer rates obtained from the
calculationss of PS88a, however, depend on the mass of the neutron star
att that moment in the numerical calculations, and that mass is usually
nott the same as the initial mass that we have chosen to start the
accretionn calculations. A correction for this has to be made. It is
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necessaryy to examine whether and to what extent the accretion
calculationss are sensitive to this correction. To this end, we use a
prescriptionn derived from Webbink et al. (1983) to correct our
numericallyy obtained mass-transfer rates:
(5/66 - M d / M H g -1
) 1

M(Md/MNS) )

or r

M <MM d' M NS,2 ))
M,,

=

^"d'^S,!* *

M,,

Mj-g

1

and M „ s

(5/5

are
2

" Md/MNS,1)/(5/6 "

V ^ S ^

(7) )

the mass transfer rate (depending on

thee masses of both components), the mass of the donor star, the mass of
thee neutron star in the numerical calculations and the mass of the
neutronn star in the calculations for the evolution of the spin period,
respectively.. This description is valid only for mass ratios
qq (=M-,/MMc)

<

0.8, a restriction which is fulfilled in all the

calculationss presented in the foregoing sections. Figures 10a,b and 10c
showw the evolution of the mass transfer rate, the fastness parameter and
thee corresponding evolution of the spin period of the NS as function of

11
-9.00

logt-M/Mg/yr) )

ii

I

i

i

r

corrected d
nott corrected

Sequencee 125
1 MM = 0 . 0 0 5 M „
7*ST T

44

Figuress 10a,b and c: As
figuress 3a,b and c,
respectively.. The dashed
curvess show the effects of the
correctionn on the mass
transferr rates, as described
inn section 3.4.
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1

1

1
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timee for a case, in which the

036 6

t»s s

magneticc field has not stopped
decayingg at the end of the

034 4

masss transfer phase (i.e. B »
B.,).. Figures 11a,b and 11c are

2.3 3
P

SPINN

<S>

similar,, but now B = B~, which

2.1 1

hass stopped decaying at the
endd of the mass transfer
4.22

4.6

5.0

5.4

5

6.22

6.6

logg (t/yrs)

phase.. Both figures show the
effectss of the correction made
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Figuress 11a,b and c: As in figures
2a,bb and c and figures 10a,b and c
respectively. .
-9.0 0
ogl-M/Mg/yr] ]

too the mass transfer rate, i.e. the

-9.4 4

dashedd curves present the original
numericallyy obtained mass transfer

-9.8 8

ratess (in figures 10a and 11a) and
uu
ss

thee corresponding spin-period

-3 6

evolutionn (in figures 10c and 11c)
.32 2

off an initially 1.0 M Q NS, accreting
Seauencee 3 2 5
A MM =0.5 M 0

28 8

masss at an uncorrected rate. The
fulll lines present the calculations

2U 2U

withh mass transfer rates corrected

-0.6 6
corrected d
not corrected

logl(|p I N /sec) )

forr the mass-difference of the NS.
Thee labels of the curves correspond

-i.O O

withh the evolutionary sequences in
-\.L -\.L

PS88aa from which the mass-transfer
ratess were used (see figure 8a).

-1.8 8

Fromm eqn. (7), it is clear that

-2.2 2

thee corrected and uncorrected mass700

7M

7.8

8.2

8.6
9.0
loglt/yr) )

transferr rates become almost
identicall for low mass ratios q<<1,

i.e.. at the very end of the mass transfer phase. This can be observed in
figs.. 10a and 11a. Figs. 10c and 11c show that the evolution of the spin
periodd of the neutron star, determined by the corrected and uncorrected
mass-transferr rates, closely follows the evolutionary behaviour of the
masss transfer rates, i.e. the differences in the final spin period are
ratherr insignificant. However, the evolution during the accretion phase
iss quantitatively different. Figure 10c, for example, shows that, as
longg as the neutron star spins up, the spin period of the neutron star
iss shortest in the case of properly corrected mass-accretion rates.
Indeed,, since the corrected mass-accretion rates are higher, slightly
shorterr spin periods are obtained (see section 3.3.4).
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3.5.. Some quantitative Results.

Inn all the following calculations, the mass-transfer rates have
beenn corrected as described in section 3.4.
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Figuree 12: The relation between the final pulsee period of the NS, the
totall amount of mass accreted by the NS and the final orbital period of
thee system for all sequences in set 25 (PS88a). Each point is the result
off one sequence calculation. All points, for which the total amount of
masss accreted by the NS was the same were connected by fully drawn
curves.. Each curve presents (or should present, eventually also outside
off the range of orbital periods presented in this work, see KP) a
minimum,, which migrates to shorter orbital periods and longer spin
periodss for decreasing amounts of accreted mass. At the right hand side
off that minimum, the magnetic field of the NS has not yet reached its
bottom-strength,, and possibly, the NS does not rotate in equilibrium,
whenn mass-accretion terminates. At the left hand side of the minimum,
however,, the NS rotates at equilibrium, and the magnetic field of the NS
hass reached its bottom-strength. The positions of the galactic low-mass
binaryy radio pulsars in this plane are indicated by a "*".
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Fig.. 12 presents the final spin period of the neutron star,
calculatedd with the standard set of parameter values presented in
sectionn 3.3 and with the mass-transfer rates of figure 8a, as a function
off final orbital period of the system. Each point in Figure 12
representss the outcome of one sequence calculation in which a certain
amountt of mass is accreted. Full curves are drawn through all points,
forr which a same amount of mass was accreted by the neutron star.
Figuree 12 shows that with the exception of curves A,E and F, all
curvess have a minimum. This minimum migrates to shorter spin periods and
longerr orbital periods when the total amount of accreted mass increases.
Inn fact, the same behaviour is expected for curves E and F: their
minimumm probably occurs at still longer orbital periods (see later).
Similarly,, according to the above qualitative description, curve A is
expectedd to contain a minimum at very short final orbital periods. The
meree existence of systems with such a short final orbital period is,
however,, highly improbable, since the sequence with the shortest orbital
periodd (i.e. sequence B25) already presents the evolution of a binary
systemm evolving very closely to the bifurcation between diverging and
convergingg systems (see introduction), and starting mass transfer with
stilll shorter initial periods would almost certainly result in the
generationn of a converging system

(PS88a) and would not produce the

widee LMBRPs studied in this section.
Figuree 12 displays the same quantities as Fig. 2 in KP (1987). In
fact,, their figure presents the far right hand-side part, inaccessable
too us, of our fig. 12 (P
calculationss with a 0.8 M

, > 20 d). These authors started their
donor star and a 1.3 M Q mass-accreting

neutronn star. Unfortunately, no final donor star masses or total amounts
off accreted mass are mentioned by KP. However, WRS (1983) and Savonije
(1983,, 1987) indicate that BRP's with a binary period of about 100 days
(att which KP find a minimum in their curve) contain WD's (i.e. donorremnants)) of mass about 0.30 M 0 . Thus, approximately 0.5 M 0 was
transferredd between the components in most of the calculations performed
byy KP. The left hand part of the curve in their Fig. 2 should thus
approximatelyy match the right hand part of the F-curve in the above
Fig.. 12, which indeed, it does quite well.
Thee increase of the final spin period at higher orbital periods (in
bothh our figure 12 and figure 2 of KP) is due to the fact that at the
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endd of the mass transfer phase, the "crustal" field has not yet decayed
sufficientlyy to become insignificant (because of the

much higher mass

transferr rates)» The total field is thus still stronger than the "core"
field,, which results in relatively longer spin periods, as already
mentionedd by KP.
Thee sharp transition from a slow decrease of the spinperiod towards
aa strong increase as a function of the orbital period at the right hand
partt of figure 2 of KP in fact corresponds to a smooth transition
throughh a minimum, as observed in our Fig. 12. The discontinuous
characterr of the curve in Fig. 2 of KP is due to the abruptness of the
introductionn of another decay timescale when the magnetic field has
decayedd below a value B.

(transition field; B 2 in our notation). The

magneticc fields of the neutron stars in the systems at the right hand
sidee of the discontinuity have not yet reached the transition field
strength,, and decay rapidly, while the fields of neutron stars at the
veryy left of the discontinuity just reach the transition field before
thee end of mass transfer, and subsequently decay very slowly. In this
work,, however, we considered two distinct and separate fields, i.e. the
"crustal"" field which is decaying rapidly (B-) and the "core" field
whichh decays very slowly (B2)^ which were simply added to form the total
field.. Technically, this construction yields a more smooth transition
fromm a rapidly decaying to a very slowly decaying total field, and
thereforee we observe a smooth minimum (instead of a discontinuity) in
Fig.. 12.
Figuree 12 indicates that more evolved systems (with longer orbital
periods)) form LMBRPs (shortly after the end of the mass transfer phase)
withh a great diversity in possible pulse periods, depending on the
totall amount

of mass accreted. However, for an accreted amount

off > 0.05 M^t the variation in the final spin period is relatively quite
small.. BRPs with very small orbital periods (P orb < 2 days) have a
relativelyy limited range in spin periods from about 15 ms to 100 ms.
Similarr results are obtained when analoguous calculations are
performedd with the other mass transfer sequences obtained from PS88a
(i.e.. diverging systems inn set 17, 20 and 33).
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4.. Applications to observed systi

4.1.. The galactic low-mass binary radio pulsars.
Fivee of these systems have been observed so far. Their system
characteristicss are presented in Table 1b. Three of them (PSR 0820+02,
PSRR 1953+29 and PSR 1957+20) have orbital periods'outside of the range
off final orbital periods obtained in the calculations of PS88a.
Therefore,, no numerically obtained mass-transfer rates are available,
andd no quantitative discussion on the spin-evolution of these systems
willl be made.
Onn the other hand, we discuss in more detail the spin evolution of
thee NS in PSR 1831-00 (P Q r b = 1.81 day) and PSR 1855+09 (P Q r b =
12.33 days) and their formation scenario.

4.1.1.. PSR 1855+09

4.1*1.1** Introduction
Thee circular orbit and the relatively short spin period of the NS
inn PSR 1855+09 (Segelstein et al., 1986; see table 1 for its
observationall characteristics) are definitee signatures of, respectively,
tidall interaction and mass transfer between both components, after the
formationn of the NS.
Wrightt and Loh (1986) found the companion of PSR 1855+09 to be a
0.33 M« white dwarf (WD) with a surface temperature of 590 0 K, implying
9 9
thatt this component is older than about 2. 10 years.
AA system like PSR 1855+09 fits easily in the formation scenario for
LMBRP'ss described in section 1 (see also e.g. Rappaport and Joss, 1983j
Savonije,, 1983; and Paczynski, 1983), according to which these systems
aree the remnant-systems of bright wide low-mass X-ray binaries.
Basedd on a semi-analytical description of that scenario (WRS,
1983),, Savonije (1987) obtained a mass of 0.22 M 0 for the WD in
PSRR 1855+09, and a rather low upper limit of 1.20 M 0 on the mass of the
neutronn star (see also Joss et al. , 1987). He estimates the
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masss transfer rate at the end of the mass transfer phase at about
7.. 10~ 10 Mg/yr.
Thee numerical simulations of low-mass close binary evolution
performedd by PS88a indicate that low-mass close binaries containing
radioo pulsars, with orbital periods of about 12 days, are formed with
companionss which have a mass of about 0.25 M 0 (see table 1 of PS88a).
Althoughh the latter value for the WD-mass is only marginally different
fromm the value derived by Savonije (1987), it yields an upper limit on
thee mass of the neutron star of about 1.50 M 0 , which is in better
agreementt with standard values for the masses of a NS than the upper
limitt of 1.2 MQ derived by Savonije (1987). In the following discussions
wee will use therefore these numerically derived values for the masses of
bothh components. From the calculations performed by PS88a, it can be
concludedd that the initial period of the system was about 1.2 days.
Inn the following sub-sections, the possible evolution of the spin
periodd and the magnetic field of the NS is reconstructed from its birth
untill its presently observed spin period (5.36 ms) and magnetic field
g g
strengthh (3.3 10

Gauss), adopting the same assumptions and working

schemee as presented in sections 2 and 3, respectively.
Constraintss on the total amount of mass accreted by the neutron
starr and the minimum accretion rate at the end of the mass transfer
phasee are determined in section 4.1.1.2. Section 4.1.1.3 summarizes the
conclusionss of section 4.1.1.

4.1.1.2.. Spin evolution of the neutron star

Ass mentioned in section 2, neutron stars are likely to be formed
12 2
withh a strong magnetic field (e.g. about 3. 10

Gauss) and spinning

withh a period of a few tens of milliseconds. The subsequent spin-history
off the neutron star in a low-mass binary is then as follows (section
2b):: 1) a first spin-down phase due to magnetic dipole radiation during
thee detached phase following the AIC; 2) the accretion phase, and 3) the
finall spin-down phase, due to magnetic dipole radiation.
Inn the following discussions, we start from the system
configurationn as observed today and make an attempt to determine the
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evolutionn of the different system parameters backwards in time.

i)) Spin-down of the NS after the end of the mass-transfer phase.

Wee first estimate the duration of the spin-down phase (due to
magneticc dipole radiation) after the end of the mass transfer phase. By
makingg use of the observed spin period, the estimated duration of the
spin-downn phase and the theoretical description of the spin-down
evolutionn of the neutron star (section 2.2), it is then possible to
determinee the spin period of the neutron star at the end of the
accretionn phase. To do so, we estimate the age of the He-WD companion,
formedd at the end of the mass transfer phase.
Inn order to determine the age (or the cooling time) of the low-mass
He-WD,, we calculate its luminosity. We assume a radius for the observed
He-WDD (of mass 0.25 M 0 ) of 0.0185 R0 (Haraada and Salpeter, 1961) and
sincee its effective temperature is about 5900 K (+1400,-1000) (Wright
andd Loh, 1986), the

stellar luminosity (Log L/L0) ranges then from at

maximumm -3.05 to at minimum —3»75.
Fromm the cooling curve of a 0.3 M 0 He-WD (Iben and Tutukov, 1986;
theirr figure 2), the above luminosity range of the WD yields a cooling
timee of 1.4 109 to 3.2 10 9 yrs. Since the final cooling evolution of a
0.66 MQ WD and a 0.3 M 0 WD (as presented by Iben and Tutukov (1986)) are
alreadyy approximately the same, we do not expect the cooling phase of a
0.255 NL He-WD to differ significantly from that of a 0.3 M 0 He-WD.
Duringg the cooling phase of the WD the accompanying neutron star is
spinningg down. It is not possible to determine whether or not the
magneticc field of the neutron star has already reached its bottom-value,
whichh we assume to be its presently observed field-strength, at the end
off the mass-accretion phase. If it did not, it is in principle possible
thatt mass-accretion terminated without having the neutron star rotating
inn equilibrium (section 3.3.5). In the following section, however, we
findd that, although the NS was possibly not strictly rotating with the
equilibriumm period at the end of the accretion phase, it was very close
to,, and the magnetic field of the NS must have attained its bottomstrengthh of 3.3 108 Gauss, shortly after the end of the accretion phase.
Iff one assumes that indeed the field had reached its bottom-value
att the end of mass-accretion, a rotation period for the neutron star at
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thatt time of about 1.5 to 4.3 ms can be expected, depending on the
durationn of the spin-down phase after the end of the transfer phase and
onn the assumed valuee of x B2 •
ii)) Spin evolution of the NS before and during mass transfer.

Inn all realistic cases, i.e. those with a duration of the detached
66
7
phasee (td t ) between 5. 10 and 5. 10

yrs (see Sutantyo and van den

Heuvel,, 1985), the pulse period of the neutron star at the end of the
detachedd phase was between 0.57 and 0.69 sec, assuming standard values
forr the initial field strength and the decay timescale.
Wee generate optimal conditions for spin up of the NS to
sufficientlyy short rotation rates by adopting weak magnetic fields
duringg the. accretion phase (i.e. by adopting long detached phases (e.g.
5.. 10 yrs) and long accretion phases (i.e. high AM)) and/or by adopting
g g
aa relatively weak "core" (bottom-) field (i.e. 3.3 10

G, the observed

strengthh of the field). We further assume that the bottom-field has a
decayy time x B 2 > 10

yrs.

Wee adopted the calculated mass-transfer rates (PS88a) between
componentss of wide low-mass binary systems for which the orbital period
att the end of the transfer phase was about 12 days, to obtain a
realisticc view of both the mass-accretion rate and the spin-period
evolutionn of the neutron star in this system. We use the sequences of
masss transfer rates, obtained in the systems G25 and H25 of PS88a, which
havee corresponding final periods of 9.68 and 15.7 days, respectively.
Interpolationn between the results obtained for these systems allows a
comparisonn with the observed spin period of PSR 1855+09. In addition to
thee mass-transfer rates obtained from the above sequences, which
originatess from sub-giants that have an initial mass of 1.5 M 0 , we
constructedd two sequences of mass-transfer rates, i.e. X17 and X20,
whichh are approximate extrapolations of the mass-transfer rates obtained
fromm the sequences C17-D17 and C20-D20 in PS88a, respectively. The aim
off the construction of these two X-sequences is to have an idea of the
spin-evolutionn of the neutron star under mass-accretion from an
initiallyy 1.0 Mg donor star.
Inn all the calculations, we ascertained that the mass of the NS at
thee end of the accretion phase was 1.5 M
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and its magnetic field

Tablee 4

Model l

M

B e
2i i B ace
88
10
G 10 88 G

N S S AM M

B

"0 0
= —
====== =

ace e B f f
vas vas 10 88 G

=
====== ======
=

s s

T

B22 =

••

1..

P

f f Pf f
mss 10

equil. .

'

10

1 0 yr r

•H25 5 11 .4 0.1 1 3.85 5 3.75 5 5.28 8 3.26 6 6.22 2 .190 0
G25-1.2 2 0.3 3 3.95 5 3.75 5 5.17 7 3.25 5 6.14 4 .192 2
1.0 0 0.5 5 4.00 0 3.78 8 5.20 0 3.28 8 6.17 7 .194 4

~Y Y
Y Y
Y Y

X20 0

1.4 4 0.1 1 3.80 0 3.76 6 2.96 6 3.27 7 4.42 2 .247 7
1.2 2 0.3 3 3.80 0 3.74 4 2.76 6 3.25 5 4.37 7 .253 3
1.0 0 0.5 5 3.80 0 3.74 4 2.75 5 3.25 5 4.26 6 .253 3

~Y Y
Y Y
Y Y

X17 7

1.4 4 0.1 1 3.80 0 3.76 6 2.94 4 3.27 7 4.41 1 .248 8
1.2 2 0.3 3 3.80 0 3.75 5 2.65 5 3.26 6 4.21 1 .258 8
1.0 0 0.5 5 3.80 0 3.75 5 2.63 3 3.26 6 4.20 0 .258 8

~Y Y
Y Y
Y Y

20200yr
. B 22 = 1. 10
G25-H25 5 1.4 4 0.1 1 3.30 0 3.30 0 4.70 0 3.30 0 5.64 4 .200 0
1.2 2 0.3 3 3.30 0 3.30 0 4.61 1 3.30 0 5.56 6 .200 0
1.0 0 0.5 5 3.30 0 3.30 0 4.65 5 3.30 0 5.60 0 .200 0

~Y Y
Y Y
Y Y

X20 0

1.4 4 0.1 1 3.30 0 3.30 0 2.72 2 3.30 0 4.12 2 .267 7
1.2 2 0.3 3 3.30 0 3.30 0 2.45 5 3.30 0 3.94 4 .280 0
1.0 0 0.5 5 3.30 0 3.30 0 2.44 4 3.30 0 3.94 4 .280 0

N~ ~
Y Y
Y Y

X17 7

1.4 4 0.1 1 3.30 0 3.30 0 2.73 3 3.30 0 4.12 2 .267 7
1.2 2 0.3 3 3.30 0 3.30 0 2.36 6 3.30 0 3.88 8 .284 4
1.0 0 0.5 5 3.30 0 3.30 0 2.35 5 3.30 0 3.88 8 .285 5

N~ ~
Y Y
Y Y

M^j-:: the initial mass of the neutron star
AM:: the amount of mass accreted by the neutron star
B 2 ..
f : the initial (i) core field, the total field at the end of
1 , aa
'
the accretion phase (ace), and the final (f) total field
strengthh of the neutron star, respectively.
PP
,.: the spin period of the NS at the end of the accretion phase
aCC
''
(ace) and the final (f) spin period, respectively.
i
P~:: the final (f) variation of the spin period of the NS at the end of
thee calculation,
equil:: if Y: the NS rotates at equilibrium at the end of the accretion
phase e
iff N: the NS does not rotate at equilibrium at the end of the
accretionn phase
ann additional "~" indicates that either the NS has just reached
itss equilibrium period (if Y), or that the NS is not yet rotating
att equilibrium, but the magnetic field has reached its bottom-value,
G25-H25:: The presented results were obtained, after interpolation
d
betweenn both sequences G25 (V^f9'1
> a n d H 2 5 (P orb" 15 * 7 d ) '
inn order to model the system PSR 1855+09, which has a period of
12.33 days.
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g g

strengthh about 3.3 10 Gauss. The spin-down phase after the end of the
9 9
mass-transferr phase was assumed to have lasted 1.4 10 yrs. Table 4
listss the obtained results.
Interpolationn between the results, obtained with the use of the
mass-transferr rates of sequences G25 and H25 (i.e. M^ ^ = 1.5 M Q ) ,
yieldss pulse periods for the NS in PSR 1855+09, which are slightly too
longg (i.e. 5.6 ms). Since, for all the calculations presented in
tablee 4, we have adopted the most favourable (and still acceptable)
configurationn of parameter-values, there is no alternative to decrease
thee final spin-period than to assume a higher mass-accretion rate during
thee accretion-phase, especially at the end of the accretion phase. The
finall mean mass-transfer rate in system H25, which has an orbital period
off 15.7 days, is sufficient to obtain spin-periods < 5 ms, and is about
-100
*
8.. 10
M-Vyr. The interpolated <M> (i.e. between G25 and H25) for a
-100
'
systemm with a period of 12.3 days is 5. 10

M

Q/Y

r

< s e e also Cote and

Pylyser,, 1988), and is insufficient. The minimum final mass transfer
rate,, necessary to spin-up the NS up to 5.3 ms (as observed) mist
thereforee lie between 5. and 8. 10~
7.. 10

M0/yr, in agreement with the value

J^/yr, obtained from eqn (2) and by Savonije (1987). Such a

mass-transferr rate at the end of the mass-transfer phase, occurring in a
systemm with a final orbital period of about 12 days, can only be
obtainedd by assuming that the initial mass of the donorstar is slightly
lowerr than the adopted 1.5 M0.
Thee mass-transfer rates originating from an initially 1.0 M Q star
aree higher than those obtained for an initially 1.5 M 0 star with a same
finall orbital period. By using the same assumptions and parameter-values
ass described above, we obtain much shorter final spin-periods for the
NS,, i.e. shorter than the observed spin period (see table 4). In fact,
itt is possible to relax some of the assumed parameter-values in the
modell calculations. From the calculations performed with the most
optimall conditions, we find that at minimum, 0.04 M 0 must have been
accretedd by the NS in the case of sequence X17.
Inn all the cases for which the spin evolution of the NS could be
modelledd and for which more than about 0.2 M 0 was accreted, the NS was
rotatingg at equilibrium at the end of the mass-accretion phase. For the
calculationss with AM < 0.2 M 0 , the spin period was only slightly out of
equilibrium,, which explains the slightly higher spin period of the NS
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forr the cases in which only 0.1 M 0 was accreted.

4.1.1.33 Discussion and conclusions
Thee observed spin period and magnetic field strength of the NS in
PSRR 1855+09, combined with the use of up to date theoretical
descriptionss of the evolution of the spin period of a NS and its
magneticc field allows an estimate of the range of the initial massvaluess of the donor star and the amount of mass accreted by the NS. If
wee adopt an evolutionary scenario for the magnetic field decay as
describedd in section 2.3, it can be shown that in case that the initial
masss of the donorstar was 1.0 M Q , its neutron star companion had to
accretee at least some 0.04 M 0 in order to be spun-up to a rotation
periodd as observed today. In case that the donor star was a 1.5 M Q star,
thee final mean accretion rate corresponding with the final orbital
periodd of the progenitor system of PSR 1855+09 is not sufficient to spin
upp the NS to its observed period.

We argue that the initial mass of the

donorr star mist have been in the range 1.0 - 1.4 M0.
Finally,, we add the following comment. As discussed in section 2.5,
thee process of evaporation of the secondary (van den Heuvel and van
Paradijs,, 1988; Rudermann and Shaham, 1988; Kluzniak et al. , 1988;
Phinneyy et al., 1988), which occurs in the vicinity of a pulsar with a
highh energy flux, can in some circumstances, seriously alter the
"standard"" evolution of LMXBs, as described in section 1. Although the
presentlyy observed characteristics of PSR 1855+09 definitely necessitate
aa phase of mass-transfer (with accretion of at least 0.04 M 0 , see
above),, it cannot be excluded that prior to the final mass transfer
phase,, part of the secondary's hydrogen-rich envelope was evaporated.
Suchh

a

scenario is only possible if the timescale for

evaporation,, T
down,, x

A

, is longer than the timescale for neutron star spin-

(see van den Heuvel and van Paradijs, 1988; section 2.5).

4.1.2.. PSR 1831-00.

Deweyy et al. (1986) reported the discovery of this 0.521 second
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LMBRP.. The WD-companion has not directly been observed, which makes an
estimatee of the duration of the spin-down phase after the end of the
accretionn phase, as done in the previous section for PSR 1855+09,
impossible.. However, an estimate of the most likely mass of the WD, from
thee pulsar's radial velocity orbit is given by Dewey et al. (1986) and
yieldss 0.06 to 0.13 MQ. The spin period variation P is determined to be
1.433 10~ 17 ss

(Taylor and Dewey, 1988), corresponding to a magnetic

fieldd field strength of 8. 10
..

Gauss. The resulting age of the neutron
g

star,, defined as P/P is about 1.5 10 yrs. Thus, the observed field
strengthh must in fact be the strength of the bottom field of the NS in
thiss system.
i)) Viability of a scenario with mass transfer and accretion.
Iff the system PSR 1831-00 was formed according to the "standard"
scenarioo for IMBRPs (see also section 4.1.1), its orbital period of 1.8
dayss in combination with the calculations performed by PS88a indicate
thatt the mass of the WD must then be about 0.17 M 0 < M W D < °-20

M
0

(PS88a). .
Thee relatively short orbital period and observed low mass of the WD
inn this system (< 0.17 M 0 , Dewey et al., 1986) indicate that, if mass
transferr occurred, the progenitor-system has been starting mass transfer
towardss the NS with an initial period P i close to (but longer than) the
correspondingg bifurcation period P b i f (i.e. P ± = 0.7 to 0.8 days; see
PS88aa for a discussion).
Thee low eccentricity of the orbit (< 0.002) indicates that during
nn

att least some 10 yrs, effective tidal interaction, possibly accompanied
withh mass transfer between both components must have occurred. An
—11 1M
estimatee of the final mass-accretion rate of 4. 10
0 /yr on the NS in
PSRR 1831-00 has been made by Savonije (1987).
Ass for the case of PSR 1855+09, we used the mass-accretion
sequencess from PS88a to reconstruct the orbital period of PSR 1831-00.
Wee examine sequence B20 (Md ±=1.0 M0; M a i=1.0 M0; P Q r b f f = 1.72 d) .
Thee mass-transfer rate at the end of this sequence is 4.-5. 10

MQ/yr

(inn excellent agreement with Savonije, 1987).
Thee equilibrium period of a NS with a magnetic field B = 8. 10
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Gausss and accreting at a rate of 4. 10~11 M0/yr is > 1 second, which
showss that the observed spin period of 0.521 sec. can not be reached
duringg a "standard", continuous mass-transfer phase, unless M was a
factorr 10 higher. We therefore consider the following formation
scenario,, in which we assume that no mass-transfer occurred and
consequentlyy no accretion on the NS took place, after its formation.

ii)) Evolutionary scenario without mass-accretion onto the NS.

Veryy recently, it has been suggested that a process of
"evaporation"" of the secondary in a low-mass close binary could take
place,, provided that the outflowing energy flux of the NS in these
systemss is sufficiently strong to power this process (Ruderman et al. ,
1988;; section 2.5). The hydrogen-rich envelope of the secondary is then
lostt from the system without the occurrence of mass-accretion onto the
NS,, and consequently without spin-up of the NS.
Wee examine here whether a scenario without mass-transfer in
PSRR 1831-00 is viable.
Lett us assume that the NS is formed during the AIC of a massive WD,
whenn the mass of the secondary is about 0.30-0.40 M 0 and its core mass
aboutt 0.12-0.15 M Q , respectively (which is the case in the calculations
off PS88a). The binary period is then about 1.2-1.6 days, respectively
andd increases suddenly due to mass-loss from the system, produced by the
supernova-explosion.. The eccentricity of the binary is also increased.
Iff a small amount of mass is lost from the system (i.e. about 0.3 to
0.155 M. , respectively), the orbital period does not increase too much
~ 1.8 days)
and the secondary still fills a large part
t*t* a -p
J
II i.e. *pOSt-sn
off the Itoche-lobe. Tidal interaction then remains very effective. Using
thee description of Savonije and Papaloizou (1985) for the evolution of
thee eccentricity of binary systems, in which the secondary has an
extendedd convective envelope, the timescale for circularisation is a few
7 7
timess 10 yrs.
Iff the newly formed NS rotates with a spin period < 10 to 15 ms,
thee large energy flux of the NS may be sufficient to evaporate the
remainingg hydrogen-rich envelope (i.e. 0.15 to 0.25 M 0 ) on a timescale
shorterr than the spin-down timescale of neutron stars (see the
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descriptionn of van den Heuvel and van Paradijs, 1988).
Oncee the evaporation process has terminated, a bare He-core as the
remnantt of the original low-mass star is left and the neutron star spins
downn secularly, reaching its presently observed spin-period after some
1088 to 109 yrs.

iii)) Conclusions

Thee observations clearly indicate that the NS in system PSR 1831-00
iss old and that consequently, in our field-decay picture, the observed
fieldd strength must be the value of the bottom field. Combination with
thee numerical result that a system like PSR 1831-00 should not have
accretedd mass at a rate > 4.-5. 10~

M0/yr shows that the so obtained

equilibriumm period is longer than the observed spin period. Therefore,
eitherr the mass transfer rate was a factor of 10 higher, which would
indicatee that the numerical determination of M in PS88a is incorrect, or
thee system has been formed in a different way. We point out that a
scenarioo in which no more mass is transferred towards the NS after its
formationn is viable, if the envelope of the remnant of the secondary is
evaporatedd by the energetic outflowing radiation of the NS.

4.2.. The X-ray pulsars in low-mass X-ray binaries.

Fourr LMXB's show periodic X-ray variations (Table 1a), indicating
thee presence of a still strong magnetic field. In the following subsections,, we briefly discuss their rotational history and their
evolutionaryy status.

4.2.1.. The long orbital period LMXBs (Poru >

1

day).

GX1+44 and Her X-1 are binary systems in which a (sub-)giant is (or
possiblyy has been; in the case of GX1+4) transferring mass towards its
neutronn star companion.
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4.2.1.11 Her X-1
Sutantyoo et al. (1985) investigated the possible evolutionary
scenarioss leading to the formation of a system like Her X-1. Based on
thee various observational characteristics, they estimated that the NS
wass born some 2. 10 7 yrs ago. They concluded that relatively recently,
probablyy an AIC occurred in this system, whereby some 0.3 M 0 was
expelledd from the system.
Thee about 1.9 MQ (sub)giant resumed mass transfer very recently
(<< 10 5 yrs) towards its 1.2 MQ neutron star companion (see Joss and
Rappaport,, 1984 for the mass-estimates and Sutantyo et al. , 1985, for
additionall remarks).
Thee neutron star rotates with a spin period of 1.24 seconds
(Sgelmann and Truemper, 1988) and showed a steady spin-up behaviour
= 3. 105 vrs) until 1982. If the feature in the X-ray spectrum of

(T(T
*•• ''obs

J

Herr X-1 is interpreted as a cyclotrom line, the magnetic field strength
off the NS is between 3. and 5. 10 1 2 Gauss (Truemper et al. , 1978; Voges
ett al., 1982). During 1982, observations with the Japanese satellites
Hakuchoo and Tenma indicated that the spin-up behaviour of Her X-1 became
lesss evident (Nagase et al., 1984) and even reversed in 1983, i.e. the
NSS then spun down.
Sincee the mass ratio of Her X-1 is > 1, mass transfer occurs (or
willl occur, in the relatively near future) on a timescale close to the
thermall timescale of the donor star, as shown in the evolutionary
calculationss presented by PS88a (e.g. their sequences C33 and C33").
Duringg this initial phase of mass-transfer, the mass transfer rate may
increasee up to 4. 10~7 M0/yr. This indicates that the mass-transfer
ratee in Her X-1, which until 1982 was about 10~9 M0/yr (from its X-ray
luminosityy of about 2. 10 3 7 ergs/s, Rappaport and Joss, 1983b) is
probablyy still increasing gradually.
Henrichss (1983) argued that the NS in Her X-1 rotates at
equilibrium,, and that the observed timescale of spin-up (= x o b s ) in this
systemm displays the spin-up behaviour of the equilibrium period, as a
resultt of the rapidly (timescale about 105 yrs) increasing mass
accretionn rate. (The calculations in section 3 show a qualitatively
similarr behaviour, although P e q is then decreasing due to a relatively
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rapidlyy decreasing mass-accretion rate, during the final phase of
accretion). .
Since,, in the case of Her X-1, T o b s (~ 10 yrs; Henrichs, 1983;
Savonije,, 1978) > 'T SU (about 1. 10 3 - 1. 10 4 yrs; see e.g. figure 1c),
itt is indeed likely that the NS is rotating at equilibrium and that its
spinn period is determined by the evolution of the mass transfer rate,
whichh increases on a timescale x e v **
—9

T

equilibriumm with its M of about 10

MQ/yr, its magnetic field strength

wouldd be 3. 10

11

0 bs'

I f it: i s r o t a t i n

9

at

Gauss. In view of the rather strong bottom-field

strengthh of 8. 10 1 0 Gauss observed in PSR 1831-00, it is not impossible
thatt the observed field strength of the neutron star in Her X-1 is in
factt the bottom-field strenght for this neutron star.
Inn order to understand the recent spin-down behaviour of Her X-1,
andd assuming that the field is still decaying on a timescale T ^ , we
recalll figure 2b and relate some of the characteristics found during the
accretionn phase after the strong field decay phase of the crustal field
withh similar phenomena, possibly occuring before the strong field decay
phase.. During the accretion phase following the rapid decay of the
crustall field, the NS is rotating at equilibrium and nevertheless,
slightt deviations in the rate of change of the mass transfer rate (on
timescaless of < 10 yrs) result in a variation of u>s (in fact rm; see
thee dips, arrows in figure 2b) and thus n(tos). Such a variation is
strongg enough to result in a short-lasting spin-down phase (see for
examplee the second dip in figure 2b) because the NS was rotating close
too its equilibrium period, i.e. n(ü)g) - 0. Such a behaviour may be
expectedd whenever a NS is rotating at equilibrium, i.e. also in the
phasee before the NS is evolving towards the phase of rotation out of
equilibrium,, when the field decays rapidly. As mentioned in section 2.4,
thee mass transfer rates used in this work are mean mass transfer rates
overr 106 to 10 yrs, although the short timescale behaviour of the
2 2
accretionn rate onto the NS may well be erratic on a timescale x e v - 10
too 10 3 yrs, < x

, possibly even in the initial phase of strong increase

off M. We suggest that the spin-down behaviour, observed in Her X-1 is
duee to such erratic behavior induced by small variations in the rate of
changee of the mass-accretion rate.
Inn case the observed field of the neutron star in Her X-1 should be
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itss bottom field, the same scenario holds for the spin-down behaviour of
Herr X-1- However, the field has then already stopped decaying.

4.2.1.22 GX1+4
Thee binary system GX1+4 consists of a M6III symbiotic giant star
orbitingg a NS with an orbital period of at least 10 days (Davidson et
al.,, 1977). Cutler et al. (1986) presented an elliptical binary model
forr GX1+4, based on a possible periodic enhanced spin-up behaviour of
thee NS in this system. They argued that the orbital period of the
system,, based on this assumption is about 304 days. Webbink et al.(1983)
indicatedd that the mass transfer rate in this system is possibly about
5.. 10~ 9 M /yr. The rotation period of the NS was about 122 seconds in
19800 (or possibly twice as much; see Doty et al. , 1981; Cutler et al,
1986;; but Strickman et al., 1980; Koo and Haymes, 1980) and was
decreasingg on a rather variable timescale with a mean of about 40-50
yrs.. Until then, the NS did obviously not rotate at equilibrium. In
1983,, the source disappeared as an X-ray source, while also its Haemissionn vanished, possibly indicating that mass-transfer stopped (Hall
andd Davelaar, 1983; Whitelock et al., 1983, respectively). Shortly
later,, however, the Ha-emission feature was again observed (Whitlock,
1984). .
Henrichss (1988; private communication) advanced the possibility
thatt the giant in this system is a pulsating star (i.e. a Miravariable).. Between pulses, i.e. during the quiet phases, the NS spinsdown,, possibly aided by strong wind-accretion (compare with the spin
periodss of NS in massive X-ray binary systems, e.g. van Paradijs, 1983),
whichh would explain the still relatively long spin-period of the NS in
1980,, despite the subsequent accretion phase by Roche-lobe overflow.
Whenn Roche-lobe overflow resumes due to the expansion of the giant,
mass-accretionn guarantees spin-up towards P e q on a very short timescale
AA scenario as described above indicates that the mass of the giant
iss (much) smaller than that of the NS. If q were > 1, the mass transfer
throughh Roche-lobe overflow would in any case decrease the orbital
period,, and would guarantee a continuous (although possibly variable)
transferr of matter on approximately a thermal timescale between both
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components,, whether the giant is pulsing or not. We may thus argue that
thee present mass of the donorstar in GX1+4 is < 1.4 M 0 , for a standard
masss of the NS-companion. Since 1.0 M0-giants have an age close to the
agee of the Galaxy (see PS88a), its initial mass must have been > 1.0 MQ,
Furthermore,, as already indicated by Webbink et al (1983), since T S U is
33-10 4 yrs (figure 1c), and the neutron star in
possiblyy at maximum ~ 10
GX1+44 obviously did not yet reach its equilibrium period, we may argue
thatt mass-accretion by Roche-lobe overflow (until 1983) did not start
33 to 104 years ago.
earlierr than some 10
4.2.2.. The short orbital period LMXB's ( P Q ^ < 1 hr)

4.2.2.1.. 4U1626-67
Thee most recent study on 4U1626-67 was performed by Levine et al.
(1988).. The still unconfirmed orbital period is 41 minutes. The mass of
thee donor star lies between 0.02 and 0.1 M 0 and its core hydrogen
abundancee must be very low (i.e. X_ < 0.02; PS88a,b and references
therein).. The derived mass transfer rate is about 2. to 8. 10

M0/yr,

iff it is assumed that the neutron star is rotating at equilibrium, has a
12 2Gauss, and that it has a mass of 1.4 M
surfacee field of a few 10
Q
(Levinee et al., 1988; eq. (3)). However, whether the NS is rotating at
equilibriumm is still an open question, since the observed spin-up
timescalee *cows of

4U1626-67, i.e. 5.5 10 yr (Table 1a) is of the same

orderr of x_. (figure 1c), which indicates that the NS may still be
evolvingg towards equilibrium. Another scenario is possible if one
assumess that the neutron star is spinning at its equilibrium period and
thatt it is accreting mass at a mean rate of a
< few 10~"

M^/yr, this rate

beingg variable on a timescale of T e v - ^Q^Q*
4.2.2.22 1E2259+59
Thee binary system 1E2259+59 has been observed to regularly pulse
withh a period of 6.98 seconds by Hanson et al. (1988) and Koyama et al.
(1987;; and references therein). Despite detailed analyses, the orbital
periodd of 2300 seconds, reported by Fahlman and Gregory (1983) could not
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bee confirmed by subsequent observations. However, if the orbital period
iss indeed as short as 38 minutes, the donor star in this system could be
veryy much similar to that in 4U1626-67. The mass transfer rate derived
forr thiss system is 3.-6. 10~ 11 M0/yr (Hanson et al., 1988; Koyama et
al.,, 1987), which in combination with the 6.98 second pulse period
yieldss a surface field strength of about 7. 10

Gauss, if the neutron

starr is assumed to be rotating at equilibrium.
Twoo characteristics in this system are rather peculiar and
complicatee the search for an evolutionary scenario. Firstly, the system
iss located at the center of a supernova-like shell G109-1.0, which is
believedd to be about 104 yrs old, while the field strength of the NS
indicatess that the NS would be much older (if one assumes a standard
fieldd decay scenario). Secondly, the NS is spinning down on a timescale
off 3.-5. 10 5 yrs (Table 1a). The long timescale indicates that the NS
couldd be spinningg near equilibrium and that the spin-down character
couldd imply that the accretion rate is decreasing on a timescale T Q V =*
T

obs* *
Ass yet, no viable evolutionary scenario has been advanced that

explainss all above characteristics of this peculiar binary system.

5»» Conclusions
Wee have studied in detail the spin evolution of a mass accreting
magnetizedd neutron star, and the relative importance of the evolution of
thee magnetic field and the mass accretion rate during the accretion
phase. .
Thee initial evolution of the spin period of a standard NS is
completelyy dominated by the (decay of the) magnetic field. After a first
phasee of rotation at equilibrium when the field of the NS is still
strong,, the spin period of the NS departs from equilibrium during the
phasee of strong decay of the field. Once strong field decay has
terminated,, the spin period of the neutron star return to equilibrium.
Thee subsequent evolution of the spin period is then entirely determined
byy the evolution of the mass-accretion rate. If the accretion rate is
rapidlyy decreasing, the NS will spin down, since the equilibrium period
off the NS increases. If the mass-accretion rate varies, a neutron star
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rotatingg at equilibrium will evolve through alternating spin-up and
spin-downn phases (see e.g. Her X-1).
Dependingg on the total amount of mass accreted by the NS, massaccretionn may terminate in various phases of the spin-evolution phase
describedd above. If the field has not yet decayed significantly, or when
itt has reached its bottom-field, the final spin-period equals the
equilibriumm period. If, however, mass-accretion stops during the rapid
fieldd decay phase, the NS is not rotating at its equilibrium period.
Modell calculations show that the NS in PSR 1855+09 must have
accretedd at least 0.04 M 0 during the previous mass-aceretion phase. In
addition,, it is likely that the initial mass of the donor star in
PSRR 1855+09 was in the range 1.0 - 1.4 M0.
Thee observed characteristics of PSR 1831-00, combined with data
fromm numerical calculations may be consistant with the idea that the
neutronn star in this system has not been accreting mass since its
formation.. We present an evolutionary scenario in which no mass transfer
between,, the components has occurred since the formation of the neutron
star,, and in which the envelope of the accompanying subgiant remnant has
beenn evaporated by the energetic radiation from the young neutron star
thatt was formed in an accretion induced collapse.
Thee characteristics of the four pulsating X-ray sources in low-mass
binariess are briefly interpreted in terms of the spin-up model presented
here. .
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